Abstract. The motion of an ideal incompressible fluid is described by a system of partial differential equations known as the Euler equation. Considering the initial value problem for this equation, we prove that in a classical solution the L?-regularity of the data propagates along the fluid lines. Our method consists of combining properties of the g-approximate solution with Lq-energy estimates and simple results of classical singular integral operators. In particular, for the two-dimensional case we present an elementary proof.
Introduction
In [ 1 ] Alinhac and Métivier have studied the propagation of analyticity for solutions of the initial value problem for the Euler equation. More precisely, they have shown that the local analyticity of the initial data propagates along the fluid line as long as the existence of a classical solution in Ls is guaranteed (for related results see [2] [3] [4] [5] 8] ).
On the other hand, Kato and Ponce [10] [11] [12] have proved that the Euler equation is well posed (globally when « = 2 and locally for « > 3) in any vectorvalued Lebesgue (or Sobolev) spaces Lps = (I -A)~s' Lp(Rn) with 5 > n/p + 1 and p G (1 ,oo). (The notation Lp() will be used throughout for vector-valued or scalar functions.) Related to the above results, in the present paper we are concerned with the propagation of nonsmooth regularities for solutions of the Euler equation. Roughly, we study the problem with data uQ G LP(R") such that in an open set A C R" u0 is more regular, i.e., u0\A G Lqk(A) with k -n/q > s -n/p > 1 .
Thus we consider the initial value problem (IVP) for the incompressible Euler equation, ' dtu + (u-V)u = -dp + f, xgR" , n>2, t>0, (1.1) I divu = 0, where dt = d/dt, V = grad = (d/dxx, ... ,d/dxn), u = u(x,t) = (ux(x,t), ... ,un(x,t)) is the vorticity field, p = p(x,t) is the pressure, (u • V)u has ./-component uk ■ dkUj (with summation convention), and / = f(x,t) = (fx(x,t), ... ,fn(x,t)) is a given external force. For simplicity of the exposition we assume / = 0. However, we remark that under an appropriate hypothesis on / the general case can be handled similarly.
In this equation the pressure p is determined (up to a function of t ) by u ; indeed dp = -(1 -P)((u • V)m) , where P is the projection operator onto the subspace of solenoidal vectors. Therefore the equation in (1.1) may be written as
since P is formally given by the formula ( 1 -d¡ • dA~ ' ). Thus P introduces a pseudodifferential operator in the equation. In fact, P is a matrix of a singular integral operator of the Calderón-Zygmund type except for some delta function in the diagonal. It was proved in [10] [11] [12] that for data u0 G PLP(R"), with s > n/p + I and p G (1 ,co), the IVP (1.1) has a unique classical solution u() such that For u0 G PL2(Rn) with 5 > n/2+1 and u0\A analytic, Alinhac and Motivier [1] showed that the solution u(-) is analytic in D0(uQ). In their proof sharp estimates for the L (^(u0))-norm of all derivatives of the solution were deduced. The existence of these derivatives (the C°°-result in D0(u0) ) follows from the estimate of Bony in [7] .
As mentioned above, here we study the propagation of nonsmooth regularity for solutions of the IVP (1.1) from the evolution equation viewpoint. We will assume that our domain A satisfies the minimal smoothness conditions such that the Calderón extension theorem can be applied (see [13, Chapter VI, Theorem 4]). Our main result is given by the following theorem. Remarks. The L -bounded version of Theorem 1 can be proved by combining the results of Bony [7] with Hormander's theorem on propagation of singularities [9] . However, the techniques used here also provide global results (as those in [10] [11] [12] ) and Lp-estimates (even in a class of unbounded domains)-and in our opinion are simpler.
For the two-dimensional case (« = 2) a simple proof of Theorem 1 will be given in §4. In this case T can be taken arbitrarily large.
The conclusion of Theorem 1 can be written in the following equivalent form: for any a > 0 and any t g [0,71 there exists h = h(t,â) > 0 such that u restricted to [t-h~ ,t + h+]xA's(u0) belongs to C([t-h~ ,t + h+] : Lqk(A's(uQ))) where h~ = min{t;h} , and h+ = min{T -t;h}.
As in [ 1 ] , the main difficulties are due to the nonlocal character of the operator P introduced by the pressure p. However, the kernel associated with P is of class C°° of the diagonal. Thus one may expect to control the influence of P outside D0 when estimated in D0 with a lower norm (with problems on the boundary). Our method of proof combines the results in [11] [12] (the continuous dependence of the solution with respect to the initial data, the rate of convergence of the »approximation defined below, etc.) With those in [1] (especially Lemma 3.3) and a bootstrap argument which allows us to consider only linear estimates.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In §2 we prepare the results used in the proof of Theorem 1. This will be provided in §3. In §4 we give a different and direct proof of this result for the two-dimensional case. In the appendix we prove some of the results used in the proofs.
Preliminary results
Fixing j G Z+ , let p = pJ be a C°° function such that (a) the support of p is contained in the unit ball of R", (b) ¡p(x)dx=l, (c) J xn-p(x)dx = 0 for any multi-indices a with 0 < |q| < j (the existence of the function p(-) will be proved in the appendix).
Define pE(x) = e "p(x/s) for any e > 0, and the smoothing operators (Se)e>o as Seg = p£*g = g£ for any g G LXXJR"). Moreover, for a fixed g the limit when e tends to zero satisfies
Proo/. See [6, 11] .
We remark that in (2.2.a) and (2.2.b) it is necessary to consider the minimum between ; and / since the moments of the function p vanish only up to order j ■
The following theorem is a summary of some results proved in [10] [11] [12] . It is easy to verify that \\daK2\\x <c/SM forany|a|>0.
Therefore
HVlU<^-ll/llfOn the other hand, the kernel Kx = 6S-K satisfies the classical hypothesis for Lp-continuity (see [13, Chapter 2, Theorem 2]), with norm independent of ô , and support of Kx ç {x G R"/\x\ < 3/2}. Hence \\T^af)l,A{<C-\\daf\\rMll, which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove our main result, Theorem 1. As in [11] [12] we use the e-approximate solutions u , i.e., solutions of the IVP (1.1) with data ueQ = p£* u0. However, we remark that the smoothing operators S£-= pe * • defined here use a different function p() = pJ() (see the beginning of §2). In the proof of Theorem 1 we fix j > 1.
Notation. In this section we will use the following notation. For m G Z+ , re(l,oo], re [0,71, and S,e>0
Wf(t)Wm^,e = \\f(t)\\Lcm(AI¡{uí))= £ (f Kf(x,t)\rdx\ .
\a\<m V-VV / Also, all constants which do not depend on e g [0,e0) or y (e0 = eQ(u0, A) ) will be simply denoted by c.
By simplicity of the exposition we shall consider the most interesting case: s G(n/p + 1,2). It will be clear from our proof below how to treat the general case. ^^J' ^E{t^2,r,S+y,e < * ' (<*,««» + WU which completes the proof of the case m = 2.
To obtain the estimate (3.2) for m = 3 we apply the differential operator dA = A-J2ul<xda to equation (1.2.b). Thuŝ
Using the argument given above, we have that Jt\\^\t)\\XrMye<c-\\Vu\t)\\Qt0oMyjt ■ (IIAk'ÍOII, ,r,S+y,e + W^dAu'(t)\\Q r s+y £) + Wd'u'(t)\\¡ 2r s+y £ .
Defining
•Îa^W-mp^-IAu'WII,,^,,. [0 ,°o] by Lemma 2.4 and Gronwall's inequality it follows that *rA,W *'■ (<*,(0) + IKIU + f*2r,S0,e(?)dT Above we have used Calderón's extension theorem, Gagliardo-Nirenberg's inequality, Lemma 2.4, and the existence of a constant c (which does not depend on e e [0,e0)) such that cHAMqH, r Sf¡+y is larger than ||A«0||, r 0 .
By inserting the previous estimate in (3.6) we obtain that which proves (3.2) for the case m = 3 .
The proof for larger m uses the bootstrap argument given above.
Proof of Theorem 1.
Case k = 2. For e > e > 0, define y(t) = ye'e'(t) = (u"' -ue)(t). Then Proof. See [10] .
In our case we start with a = u G C( 
